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Council
to brieﬂy
allow
ATVs
downtown
BY DYLAN KURT

dylan.kurt@wcinet.com

cares so families can thrive or meeting
urgent community needs.
“My inspiration and motivation for
both being a member of the committee
and a donor is for Ryan to continue to
be a great place to raise a family, said
Bruce Quint, a member of the leadership team. “I hope this fund is able to
improve our parks, fund events, create
business opportunities and help our
community remain the safe, welcoming place that it is today.”
Elizabeth Feldmann, Lorraine
Gaffney, Lucas Leonard, Kenny Ries,
Adam Ryan, Jason Stepanek, Marcia
Voelker and Justin Wenger round out
the leadership team for the new initiative. “Both ownership and drive were
evident from our very first meeting,”
said McDonald. “In particular, I recall
circling back several times to an old
proverb which states that a society
grows great when old men plant trees

Keeping with the holiday spirit, the Manchester City Council
has granted a one-time exemption that will allow select ATV/
UTVs in the downtown area in
order for them to participate in
a popular annual holiday event.
The local ATV/UTV club, Delaware County Roads to Trails,
had requested permission to
operate on normally restricted streets after dusk on Dec. 2
in order to bring five decorated
vehicles to be included in the
Chamber’s Window Walk and
Static Christmas Parade.
While the council stated it had
no issues with the club wanting
to participate in the community
event, safety was its number one
concern, especially given the
pedestrian-heavy nature of the
static parade.
Before making its decision,
the council turned to Manchester Police Chief Jim Hauschild for
his opinion.
“As long as their lighting meets
minimum requirements by law,
I think for a one-time event we’d
be OK,” Hauschild said. “It’s a big
event that draws a huge crowd
and I think they should have a
right to participate just like everybody else.”
The five vehicles the club is
looking to showcase during the
parade all belong to club members who live in town, so they
would be able to take a direct
route to the downtown, park and
then drive back home immediately following the event’s end.
To keep this one-time exemption in check, the council has
established a very limited scope
on when the ATVs can actually
be driven — from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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Dual holidays
An inflatable Thanksgiving turkey sits among Christmas decorations on the lawn of Cody Poehnelt’s home at 612 E. Butler St. in
Manchester

Leaders launch Ryan Community Endowment
BY MANCHESTER PRESS

Leaders in Ryan have begun a fundraising campaign for the Ryan Community Endowment with matching
funds from the Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque. When the
campaign goals are reached, the new
endowment will provide $20,000 annually, forever, to award grants to local
organizations building a thriving future
in the community.
Ryan was approved for a Small-town
Dreams Initiative Challenge Grant
through the Community Foundation,
which hosts the Foundation for the
Future of Delaware County (FFDC).
The initiative is funded by a successful
entrepreneur who grew up in a small
town in eastern Iowa. Ryan is the third
community to successfully apply for
the program.
The first, quiet phase of the program is a two-to-one challenge to local leaders. When $150,000 is raised,
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“The support we have seen has been tremendous and it comes as no
surprise. The endowment raised $30,000 in the first week alone, which
eclipsed 25% of our initial goal.
That said, we must continue the momentum.”
TOM MCDONALD, CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEER
the community becomes eligible for
$75,000 in matching funds. In the second, public phase, the community will
be challenged to match the leaders’
and donors’ gifts of $225,000, building
a $450,000 endowment fund in three
years. Over the course of those three
years, an additional $15,000 from the
donor will be granted to local nonprofits.
“The support we have seen has
been tremendous and it comes as no
surprise,” said Tom McDonald, a local
volunteer committed to the campaign.
“The endowment raised $30,000 in
the first week alone, which
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eclipsed 25% of our initial goal. That
said, we must continue the momentum. It certainly is encouraging to hear
community members’ buy-in and
dreams for tomorrow. We hope the endowment will be a major contributor to
help bring them to reality.”
McDonald, along with other community leaders, envisions annual
payouts from the Ryan Community Endowment will be used to create a more
vibrant Ryan – initiating improvements
like a new splash pad, helping fund
special events, supporting local day-
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